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Introduction

How to find out your style of leadership

Timeline
Analyse your employability
skills
Find the skills needed for
graduate jobs
Which jobs suit my skills?
Skills map
The top 10 skills
employers' want?
Skills inventory

Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower
Steve Jobs (founder of Apple)

The following exercise will ask you 50 questions about your leadership style, and then give you an idea
of your typical styles.
If you are still a student you might like to answer the questions as you would if you were a manager in
an organisation, rather than the way you would if, for example, you were president of a student society
where the leadership style is more casual than that in most work environments.
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How to develop
employability skills
Analyse your personal
styles
Competency-based
questions
Practice aptitude tests
The skills game
SPECIFIC SKILLS
Teamworking
Making effective
presentations
Action planning
Decision making
Problem-solving
Time management
Commercial awareness
Spoken communication
Written Communication
Persuading & negotiating
Leadership
Language skills
Computing skills
Numeracy
Striving for excellence
Determination
Lateral Thinking Test

Now make a note of your scores which can vary up to a maximum of 50 for each style. The highest
scores should suggest your most liked styles of leadership, and the lowest scores, the styles that are
least like you.
Once you have finished the test go to the table below where you'll find explanations of each of the
leadership styles.

2nd Lateral Thinking
Riddles Lateral Thinking
Lateral Maths Test
Creative jobhunting
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Creative jobhunting
Maintaining morale
Assertiveness in interviews
HOME
CHOOSING A CAREER
APPLICATIONS AND
INTERVIEWS

Leadership involves
Being able to motivate & direct others
Taking responsibility for the direction & actions of a
team
Setting objectives.
Organising & motivating others.
Taking the initiative
Persevering when things are not working out.
Taking a positive attitude to frustration/failure.
Accepting responsibility for mistakes/wrong decisions.
Being flexible: prepared to adapt goals in the light of
changing situations.

Management training is not new
The following is from the Tao Te Ching
written in the 6th century BC

The best rulers are scarcely known by
their subjects;
The next best are loved and praised;
The next are feared;
The next despised: they have no faith in
their people and their people become
unfaithful to them.
How to become a leader
When the best rulers achieve their goals
Use initiative to act on opportunities. Become a leader their subjects claim "We did it ourselves!"
before other people view you as one. Healthy
organisations reward those who take the lead, not
Harry Selfridge quotes
just those with formal management roles.
The boss drives his men; the leader
Take responsibility for own objectives: set priorities.
coaches them.
Display a "can do" attitude even in demanding
The boss depends upon authority;
situations.. Try to solve problems, rather than to pass
the leader on good will.
them on to other people. First answer is ‘yes, I’ll make
The boss inspires fear; the leader
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them on to other people. First answer is ‘yes, I’ll make
it happen’ .
"Go the extra mile" when asked to do tasks. Go
beyond your job description. Do work that gets you
noticed.
Show enthusiasm: this will be noticed and you will
eventually be rewarded.
Take ownership of problems: anticipate potential
problems, take pre-emptive action and act quickly to
resolve problems.
Introduce improvements to the way things are done.
Develop innovative practices. Value innovative thinking.
Learn new skills that will enhance capability.
Common sense is not common!

The boss inspires fear; the leader
inspires enthusiasm.
The boss says 'I'; the leader, 'we.'
The boss fixes the blame for the
breakdown; the leader fixes the
breakdown.
The boss says 'Go'; the leader says
'Let's go!'
The customer is always right.

Test results: explanations of the different styles of
leadership
Style

Authoritarian Procedural Transformational Participative
Autocratic

Other
names

Transactional: the
“transaction” is that
the organisation
rewards (pays) the
team, in return for
their work &
compliance.

Taskorientated
Bureaucratic
Managerial
Also related to
authoritarian

Napoleon

Florence
Nightingale

Example
High: telling,
directing,
Amount controlling.
of
control
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Charismatic leadership is Democratic or
Consulting
very similar, where the
leader depends on his/her
charisma & energy to
inspire staff.

High: telling,
directing,
controlling.
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Barack Obama
Medium: selling,
reasoning, persuading,
delegating.

Nelson Mandela
Medium: selling,
reasoning,
persuading,
consulting.

Laissezfaire
Delegative.
Servant: A
leader who is
not formally
recognized.
Leads just by
meeting the
needs of the
team. Whole
team is
involved in
decisions.
Mahatma
Gandhi
Low:
advising,
counseling,
participating,
observing,
joining.
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The leader has a
lot of power over
team members &
has the right to
reward good
performance or
punish members if
they don't reach the
agreed standard.
They tell their
team what they
want done & how
without often asking
for advice from
team members.
Team members are
given little
opportunity to make
suggestions, even if
these would be in
the team's interest.

Work “by the
book”: team
members follow
procedures
precisely.
Focuses only
on getting the
job done, &
can be quite
autocratic.
Little thought
given to the
well-being of
team members

Task
Orientated vs
relationship
orientated:
both procedural
&
transformational
It
should
normally
What it
leaders are
only be used
involves occasionally
usually needed.
"managers"
The focus is on
focus on tasks
short-term tasks so while "leaders"
it's more a a
focus on people.
method of
managing rather a
true leadership
style

The leader inspires team
with their vision of what
should happen. They
supply the main goal, but
allow members to choose
their own way of reaching
it.

Builds consensus
through
participation:
the leader makes
the final decision,
but the team to
contribute to the
decision-making
process.

The leader is totally
focused on organizing,
supporting & developing The leader asks
the team.
the team's
opinions & uses
The leader is always
these to make
looking for ideas that
decisions. The
move towards the
team is kept
organisation’s vision.
informed & are
allowed to discuss
Transformation leaders
& propose changes
are very visible, & spend to policy.
lot of time
communicating.
The leader can't
Communication is the
know everything:
basis for achievement
this is why you
by focusing the group on employ skillful
the required outcome.
team members.
They don’t necessarily
lead from the front, as
This style is not a
they tend to delegate
sign of weakness,
responsibility.
more a sign of
strength your team
will respect.

Team
members
make the
decisions but
leader is still
responsible
for these.
Leader asks
for the team's
opinions.
Team is left
to make its
own decisions
which are
then
sanctioned by
the leader.
Leader
participates
in the
discussion as
a normal
team
member &
agrees in
advance to
carry out
whatever
decision the
group makes.
Team
members are
left to get on
with their
tasks.
Effective if
the leader
monitors
what is being
achieved &
regularly
communicates
this back to
the team.
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Works well when
you're short on
time, & team is
well motivated

When
used

Tasks requiring This is the most common When
great attention modern leadership style. organisational
to detail.
flexibility & a
sense of individual
Appropriate for
responsibility is
For some routine & work involving
needed,
unskilled tasks.
safety risks
such as working
Where team
In a crisis.
with machinery
working is
or where large
essential
With difficult
sums of money
employees.
When quality is
are involved.
more important
than speed or
productivity.

When you
have
confidence &
trust in your
team.

Can achieve results Clearly defines
quickly
the tasks & the
roles required.
In research done on
this groups were
Puts structures
found to be most
in place:
productive under
planning,
autocratic, but if the organization &
leader was absent monitoring is
work stopped.
usually good.

Increasingly
necessary in
a world where
leaders
achieve power
on the basis
of their ideals
& values.

Pros

Motivates the team to
be effective & efficient.
Tends to lead to good
teamwork & creative
collaboration.

Mutual benefit:
allows members to
feel part of the
team & leader to
make better
decisions.

The enthusiasm &
Members feel in
energy of a
control &
transformational leader is motivated to work
often infectious.
hard. Increases
job satisfaction by
Can communicate an
involving the team
inspirational vision of the in decisions. Helps
future
to develop team
members' skills.

Where team
members are
experienced
& skilled;
they can
analyse the
situation &
determine
what needs
to be done &
how to do it.
(e.g. team of
research
scientists).

You can't do
everything so
you have to
set priorities
& delegate
some tasks.

Most consistent in
quality &
productivity
Team doesn't gain
from creativity &
knowledge of
members, so
benefits of
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The inflexibility
& high levels of
control exerted
can demoralize
team
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Procedural &
transformational
leadership are
symbiotic. The procedural
leaders (managers)

This style may
result in
indecision, & some
team members
may be left feeling

Often less
effective in
terms of
quality and
productivity
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benefits of
teamwork are lost.

Cons

team
members, &
reduce the
Staff can't improve organisation's
their job
ability to react
satisfaction& may to changing
resent the way they circumstances
are treated leading
to high absenteeism Similar
& staff turnover.
problems to
autocratic
Serious limitations leadership:
but still much used. difficulties in
Sometimes thought motivating &
of as bullying but
retaining team
this isn't a valid
members.
authoritarian style.

leaders (managers)
ensure routine work is
done well, while the
transformational leaders
focus on initiatives that
add value. The
transformational leader
focuses on the big
picture, but needs to be
surrounded by people
who take care of the
details.

may be left feeling productivity
confused &
than other
leaderless.
methods.
As participation
takes time things
may happen more
slowly than with
an autocratic
approach, but often
the end result is
better.

Taken to extremes, can
lead to failure to achieve
the team's goals.

Not good in
competitive
situations.
Often
happens
naturally in
situations
where
managers are
not exerting
sufficient
control.

Using the appropriate style of leadership in differing circumstances
Leadership involves managing, coordinating and supervising, taking responsibility for people; directing,
organising and motivating them. A good leader will use a variety of styles of leadership according to
the situation whereas bad leaders tend to fall in to just one style. In practice, most leaders use both
task-oriented and people-oriented styles of leadership.
At university, a participative style may be most
appropriate. Whereas a production manager in a factory
may need to use a procedural or authoritative style
much or the time. So you need to take into account the
nature of the task.
A fire officer dealing with a serious fire may need to be
authoritative, making instant decisions and barking out
commands, but when training staff, a participative style
will be more effective.
Different individuals also require different styles. You
may need to manage an intelligent, competent and
trustworthy team member by using transformational
techniques whereas someone who is lazy and unreliable
may require an authoritarian style.

Managing a group project
Have an overall plan with milestones
Keep a daily or weekly action plan
Allocate resources in advance
Know the roles of the other team
members
Have an agenda for meetings
Communicate: don't email if
something is urgent
Be organised (e.g. have a filing
system for emails)
Manage risks: plan for the worst case
scenario.
Review: think how you could improve
next time

Think about:
The skills, experience and attitudes of your team members.
Whether the work is routine or innovative.
You own preferred or natural style.

The “Top Ten” Skills
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What makes a charismatic leader?
Professor Richard Wiseman gave the following tips
Keep up good eye contact
Develop a genuine smile.
Have an open body posture
Keep your hands apart with palms forwards or
upwards and away from your face when talking.
Stand up straight but be relaxed.
Let people know they matter and you enjoy being
around them. Nod when they talk, briefly touch them
on the upper arm.
In groups move around to appear enthusiastic, lean
slightly forward and look at everyone in the group
from time to time.
Keep your messages simple to understand. Be slightly
controversial and move beyond status quo
When speaking, be clear, fluent, forceful and
articulate, evoke imagery, use an upbeat tempo,
occasionally slow for tension or emphasis

The “Top Ten” Skills
shortages among
graduates

employers
surveyed

1
2
3
4
5
6

67%
64%
33%
33%
32%
21%

7
8
9
10

Commercial Awareness
Communication Skills
Leadership
Ability to work in a team
Problem solving
Conceptual ability
Subject Knowledge &
competence
Foreign languages
Numeracy
Good general education

19%
19%
19%
15%

Source: Association of Graduate Recruiters
“Skills for Graduates in the 21st Century”
www.agr.org.uk

Rewards such as bonuses provide a short term boost to performance but ultimately reduce long term
motivation. Performance related pay and the carrot and stick approach have little or no long term value
in motivating staff.
Research from the Institute of Leadership & Management found that few employees said that bonuses
motivated them to work harder.
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According to those surveyed the most important
motivators were:
59% felt enjoyment of the job was the most
important motivator
49% how much they are paid.
42% getting on with colleagues was the best
motivator
22% being treated fairly by their managers
22% autonomy: how much control they have
over their work
Only 13% of employees said that bonuses
motivated them to work harder.

Many top managers may be narcissists
A study by Christian Grimso of BI Business
School claimed that many top managers suffer
from narcissism. Narcissists can take tough
decisions and are preoccupied with success and
power. They have great self-confidence so
interview well. However their self-importance can
lead to poor leadership performance as they run
their own agenda, and lack the ability to relate
to others.

Getting regular feedback, allowing staff
autonomy in their role, the opportunity to
innovate and improved office environments also
helped

Gimso said: “People with narcissistic personality
disorders will be interested in dominance, status,
recognition, power and admiration. They may not
think twice about using others to achieve their
goals.”
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Good managers are key motivators who can make a
real difference to their teams. The ‘five fundamentals’ of good management: coaching, giving
feedback, listening, rewarding and recognising success and performance management. Something
as simple as hearing ‘you've done a really good job on ....’ can strongly boost to an employee’s
confidence, deliver a sense of pride and satisfaction and encourage them to put more into their work.
Two thirds (61%) of employees said their workplace
had an appraisal system, but a quarter of
respondents (25%) think that appraisals are
performed poorly by their manager. Appraisals were
less effective at driving the performance and
motivation among female employees.
See our page on What makes us happy at work?
for more on this.

Google’s Attributes of a Great Manager
1. Is a good coach
2. Empowers team and does not micromanage
3. Expresses interest/concern for team members’
success and personal wellbeing
4. Is productive and results-oriented
5. Is a good communicator
6. Helps with career development
7. Has a clear vision/strategy for the team
8. Has important technical skills that help
him/her advise the team.

Who cares, wins!
The MoralDNA report from the Chartered
Management Institute found that ethical
leadership is a critical driver of performance.
Where coaching, visionary and democratic
leadership styles predominated 75% of
respondents said effectiveness of management
was excellent, compared to only 18% where
command and control leadership was
predominant.
Ethics were key to employee engagement.
Managers in organisations with excellent staff
satisfaction scored 13% higher on the ethic of
care. It also affected the employer’s ability to
attract new staff where there was an 8%
difference between the best and worst-rated
employers.
Ann Francke, Chief Executive of CMI, said: “When
it comes to management and leadership in the
21st century, the truth is that who cares, wins."

“If you give people freedom, they will amaze you. Get out of their way and they will do the right thing
99% of the time.They’ll do remarkable things and all you need to do is give them a little infrastructure
and a lot of room to change the world. And I think that holds in any industry.”
At Google, “Failure is celebrated. It’s ok to fail, and that is culturally encouraged. We just want people
to fail fast, so that they don’t get stuck doing the wrong thing for too long because they are afraid to
admit that it is not working. So failure, is encouraged – obviously we don’t want people to be
constantly failing – but I think its culturally ok to admit your mistakes, say that didn’t work and move
on to the next thing."
Aimee O’Malley, Google at CIPD Annual Conference

The only way to really learn
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The boss returned from lunch in a good mood and
called the whole staff in to listen to a couple of
jokes he had picked up.
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jokes he had picked up.

leadership is by doing it!
Exercises like this one get you thinking about
different ways of leading, and about attributes that
make a good leader .... but they are no substitute
for reality. Get involved in leading groups, whether
is be leading a group project, chairing a student
society, captaining a sports team or even being a
playscheme helper. Carefully observe what is
working for you and learn from your mistakes.

Everybody but one girl laughed uproariously.
"What's the matter?" asked the boss. "Haven't
you got a sense of humour?"
"I don't have to laugh", she replied. "I'm leaving
on Friday."

"A chief is a man who assumes responsibility. He says, 'I was beaten'; he does not say 'My men were
beaten.'"
Antoine de Saint-Exupery

EXAMPLE ANSWERS FOR APPLICATION FORMS AND INTERVIEWS
Can you give me an example of a time when you have
had to co-ordinate the work of other
people?
CONTEXT
I was Social Secretary of the European Society on
campus. We decided to mark Europe Day last May
by organising a programme of social and cultural
events representing all the EU member countries. I
had to find people willing to take part: some were
members of our own Society but I also approached
other societies on campus, such as the French
Society, and had to seek out individuals to make
sure that all 15 countries were represented.

Bad Boss
is dogmatic and inflexible
is subjective
is feared
is self serving
sticks strictly to the "company line."
communicates to impress their superiors

Good Boss
delegates
trusts staff with minimal supervision
is supportive and encourages initiative
encourages staff to work together towards
ACTION
common goals.
Once I had a full complement of people willing to
has honesty and integrity
contribute I could draw up a programme of events
their motivation not just based on gain for
for the day and we held regular meetings to monitor
themselves or power as an end in itself
progress and iron out any problems.
has self confidence
has belief in the abilities of others
RESULT
has sensitivity to others feelings
On the day there were 15 different events running
is fair towards all
from a French breakfast with coffee and croissants
has drive: this encompasses achievement,
through films, lectures and musical recitals through
motivation, ambition, initiative, energy,
to a late-night disco with music from all over
tenacity and resilience
Europe. Several hundred students took part in them
has relevant skills and knowledge
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Europe. Several hundred students took part in them
and the European Society signed up over 30 new
members
Describe a time when you have managed
your own performance or the performance
of others to achieve results. What did you
do?
CONTEXT
When I volunteered at an Oxfam Charity Shop,
there were very few employees. I was therefore
given a large amount of responsibility from my first
day.
ACTION
As I was often the only employee in the actual
shop, it was necessary for me to manage the
maintenance of the store – as new volunteers were
recruited it became my duty to train them in a
variety of tasks. I had to learn to delegate
responsibility and learn how to handle occasionally
difficult customers with tact.
RESULT
I learned a lot about how to take responsibility and
it gave me confidence that I could enter a
management role at some stage in the future.
See our Competencies Page for other examples

Find out more about the
leadership styles used here
Burns Transactional and transformational
theories

has relevant skills and knowledge
has a positive mood
"Keep away from people who try to belittle your
ambitions. Small people always do that, but the
really great make you feel that you, too, can
become great."
Mark Twain
Unlike top management at Enron, exemplary
leaders reward dissent. They encourage it. They
understand that, whatever momentary
discomfort they experience as a result of being
told they might be wrong, it is more than offset
by the fact that the information will help them
make better decisions.
Warren Bennis
"He tells you what you want to hear, he tries to
talk you up, he tries to give you the belief and
you go there to do the work for him. He knows
what I can do. Before the game he told me
'King, listen to me, do your magic - you are the
best'. When you hear that from your coach, you
want to do something for him."
Kanu talking about Harry Rednapp to BBC Sport
You don't manage people, you manage things.
You lead people. We went overboard on
management and forgot about leadership. It
might help if we ran the MBAs out of
Washington.
Grace Hopper

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_MacGregor_Burns
Kurt Lewin http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_Lewin#Leadership_climates defined the three main
styles: authoritarian, participative or democratic and delegative or free rein

Interesting links
LInkedIn Article How Great Leaders Communicate
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LInkedIn Article How Great Leaders Communicate
Valve: How going boss-free empowered the games-maker www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology24205497
Anatomy of world's top CEOs uncovered but Jobs goes against the grain
Sleepless nights lead to abusive managers
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